
Q1: L107 Do you looping the 5 phontons or just 4 photons except for the radiative photon from Jpsi?
A1: Here I loop all the photons to select the final 5 photon candidates when the 𝜒4𝐶

2 reached the minimum 
value.

Q2: L148 mass spectra of gammagammapi0, here the gammagamma also means gamma1gamma2?
A2: Yes, here the gammagamma also means gamma1gamma2, both of them are from 𝜂′.

Q3: L165 You say, since we require delta_etappi0<delta_etapi0, there will be a peak in the signal region of jpsi-
>omegaeta. Does it means that if you do not use this cut, the background shape of jpsi->omegaeta will not be 
a peak here? Could you please show me the shape without the cut of delta_etappi0<delta_etapi0? Thank you!
A3: Sure, the following picture in the left represents the shape without the cut of delta_etappi0<delta_etapi0, 
and the picture in the right is the shape with the cut of delta_etappi0<delta_etapi0 (the black dots with error 
bars are data, and the red histogram is from jpsi->omegaeta).



Q4: L234 od->of?
A4: Corrected.

Q5: Table9 Why the systematic uncertainty from barrier factor and 
classI background is so large for the etap->gammagammapi0(NR)?
A5: For barrier factor, it can effect the shape of the non-resonant 
process[1], when we change the radius from 0.75fm to 0.35fm,  the 
shapes of the non-resonant process are shown in the right picture, 
which can have influence on the shapes and yields of the interferences 
and also the yields of non-resonant process(changes from 156 ± 40
to104 ± 37), so the systematic uncertainty is large, and the fit results 
are shown in next page.
For Class I background, it has similar shape to the non-resonant 
process, and the errors for the branching fractions of Class I 
background in the PDG are large, so when we vary the numbers of the 
Class I background with one deviation, which will has large impact on 
the yield of the non-resonant process due to the low statistics of the 
non-resonant process, so the systematic uncertainty from Class I 
background is also large.

[1]F. von Hippel and C. Quigg, Phys. Rev. D 5, 624 (1972).



Barrier factor—0.75fm vs 0.35fm



𝝎 𝝆 𝑵𝑹

nominal 14200 ± 213 1170 ± 102 156 ± 40

Detector 
resolution

14260 ± 230
0.4%

1130 ± 107
3.4%

166 ± 42
6.5%

Barrier factor
0.35fm

14700 ± 444
3.5%

1190 ± 87
1.7%

98 ± 33
37.1%

Barrier factor
0.45fm

14600 ± 549
2.8%

1187 ± 81
1.5%

107 ± 32
31.4%

Barrier factor
0.55fm

14500 ± 220
2.1%

1184 ± 103
1.2%

120 ± 38
23.1%

Barrier factor
0.65fm

14300 ± 209
0.7%

1180 ± 109
0.9%

136 ± 38
12.8%

Class I 
background

14250 ± 218
14140 ± 219

0.4%

1210 ± 106
1119 ± 102

3.4%
4.2%

128 ± 38
188 ± 46
18.3%
20.9%

Class II 
background 

14170 ± 220
14220 ± 218

0.2%

1170 ± 104
1179 ± 103

0.8%

151 ± 42
162 ± 43
3.3%
3.9%



误组合本底为什么到0.8就没有了？
另外两个的log图
残差图
系统误差
画出系统误差拟合图











Barrier factor—0.75fm vs 0.35fm




